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5 Ancient Greece

5.13 Review

ID:c0005-ti0010

5.13.1 Key

ID:c0005-ti0015

knowledge summary
5.2 Examining the evidence
• There

ID:c0005-p0005

is an abundance of archaeological evidence from ancient Greek civilisation.
• Remains

ID:c0005-p0010

include the shells of whole buildings, amphitheatres, statues, relief sculptures and vases
painted with scenes from myths and aspects of everyday life.

• The

ID:c0005-p0015

ancient Greeks left many written sources, including histories, poetry and drama.

5.3The

ID:c0005-ti0025

Minoans and Mycenaeans
• Minoan

ID:c0005-p0020

civilisation developed on Crete from around 3000 BCE and was destroyed around 1575 BCE.
• Mycenaean

ID:c0005-p0025

civilisation flourished between 1400 and 1200 BCE.
• The

ID:c0005-p0030

Mycenaeans were legendary conquerors of Troy, as told in the Iliad.

5.4The

ID:c0005-ti0030

‘Dark Age’ to the Archaic Period
• Geographical

ID:c0005-p0035

features shaped the kind of civilisation that developed in Greece and its patterns of trade.
• Most

ID:c0005-p0040

Mycenaean citadels were abandoned in this period and the art of writing was lost.
• Dorians

ID:c0005-p0045

occupied much of southern Greece.
• Many

ID:c0005-p0050

Greeks migrated from the Greek mainland.

5.5Government

ID:c0005-ti0035

in Athens and Sparta
• The

ID:c0005-p0055

city-states of Athens and Sparta developed very different forms of government.
• Under

ID:c0005-p0060

the Spartan system, power was concentrated in the hands of a few families.
• Athens

ID:c0005-p0065

adopted democracy from 508 BCE.

5.6Everyday

ID:c0005-ti0040

life in Sparta
• From

ID:c0005-p0070

around 650 BCE, Sparta became a harsh military state.
• Spartan

ID:c0005-p0075

enslavement of the Messenians made the Spartan way of life both possible and necessary.
• Spartan

ID:c0005-p0080

women had more power than Athenian women.
• The

ID:c0005-p0085

Messenian helots never abandoned their desire for freedom.

5.7Everyday

ID:c0005-ti0045

life in Athens
• From

ID:c0005-p0090

the fifth century BCE, Athens was a rich and beautiful city with a flourishing culture.
• Men

ID:c0005-p0095

ruled Athenian society. Women were denied education and had very few rights.
• Athenian

ID:c0005-p0100

burial customs reflected those of most of the ancient Greek world.

5.8Laws

ID:c0005-ti0050

, myth, gods and oracles
• Each

ID:c0005-p0105

Greek city-state appears to have had its own laws.
• The

ID:c0005-p0110

myths and gods of ancient Greece were common to all Greek city-states.
• The

ID:c0005-p0115

ancient Greeks believed in oracles, the most important of which was at Delphi, where they
believed they could receive messages from the gods.

5.9The

ID:c0005-ti0055

Olympic Games
• The

ID:c0005-p0120

ancient Greek Olympic festival was held every four years to honour the god Zeus.
• The

ID:c0005-p0125

festival contributed to a common sense of Greek identity.
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• The

ID:c0005-p0130

festival was very different to the modern Olympic Games.

5.10Greeks

ID:c0005-ti0060

, Persians and Alexander the Great
• When

ID:c0005-p0135

the Persian Empire invaded Greece, many of the Greek city-states united and they were able to
inflict crushing defeats on the Persians.

• The

ID:c0005-p0140

Greek city-states were weakened by the Peloponnesian Wars and were conquered by Macedonia
in 338 BCE.

• Philip

ID:c0005-p0145

’s son, Alexander the Great, became ruler of Macedon and Greece.
• Alexander

ID:c0005-p0150

invaded the Persian Empire and created a vast empire, stretching from India in the east to
Egypt in the south-west and Macedonia in the north-west.

5.11The

ID:c0005-ti0065

heritage of ancient Greece
• The

ID:c0005-p0155

heritage of ancient Greece includes the idea of democracy and the Olympic Games.
• Other

ID:c0005-p0160

legacies of ancient Greek culture were developments in science and the arts.
• Rome

ID:c0005-p0165

absorbed Greek culture and contributed to passing down Greek ideas through the ages.
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c. 1400–1200
The Great Age of 
Mycenae flourishes.

c. 1000
Dorians settle in
Sparta and other
Mycenaean sites.

c. 800
The Greek alphabet

is developed.

c. 776
The First Olympiad
is held.

508
Democracy is introduced 
in Athens.

460–445
The First Peloponnesian War.

146
The Romans
conquer Greece.

336
Alexander the Great 
becomes ruler
of Greece.

431–404
The Peloponnesian War 
is waged between 
alliances led by
Athens and Sparta.

c. 750
The Greek archaic period 

(to c. 490)

490
The Persian Wars begin.

403–371
Sparta dominates the 

Greek world.

334
Alexander the Great 

invades the
Persian Empire.

371
The Thebans defeat

the Spartans.

c. 490
Greek Classical Age

(to c. 323): a period of 
great achievements

in art, literature
and drama

c. 1150
The Greek ‘Dark Ages’
(to c. 750): Many Greeks 
migrate from the mainland 
to the Aegean islands and 
the coast of Asia Minor.

c. 3000
The Minoan civilisation 
develops on Crete.
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5.13.2 Reflection

ID:c0005-ti0070

Complete

ID:c0005-p0170

the following to reflect on your learning.

5.13ACTIVITIES

ID:c0005-ti0075

1. <new

ID:c0005-p0175

content to come. Please leave one line space>
2. <new

ID:c0005-p0180

content to come. Please leave one line space>
3. <new

ID:c0005-p0185

content to come. Please leave one line space>
4. <new

ID:c0005-p0190

content to come. Please leave one line space>

Digital

ID:c0005-p0195

documentsWorksheet 7.x Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Worksheet

ID:c0005-p0200

7.x Crossword (doc-xxxx)

Interactivities

ID:c0005-p0205

Ancient Greece timeline (int-2937)

Crossword

ID:c0005-p0210

(int-xxxx)

Key

ID:c0005-ti0080

terms
Acropolis

ID:c0005-p0215

stronghold on high ground in an ancient Greek city-state
Dorians

ID:c0005-p0220

tribes from the north of Greece who moved into the south during the Dark Age
Iron

ID:c0005-p0225

Age period in which people learned to use iron to make tools and weapons
Pan

ID:c0005-p0230

-Hellenic for all the Greeks
polis

ID:c0005-p0235

(plural poleis) ancient Greek city-state
oligarchy

ID:c0005-p0240

governing council of rich aristocrats
democracy

ID:c0005-p0245

a political system according to which citizens choose the way in which they are governed
Ostracism

ID:c0005-p0250

the punishment of being banished from Athens
metics

ID:c0005-p0255

free man living in Athens but not born there; could not vote or own property but served in the army and
paid taxes

helots

ID:c0005-p0260

slave of the Spartan state
Ephorate

ID:c0005-p0265

five-man ruling body in Sparta that advised the kings
Peloponnese

ID:c0005-p0270

peninsula the southern part of mainland Greece, joined to the north by the narrow Isthmus of
Corinth

perioeci

ID:c0005-p0275

peoples of Laconian towns around Sparta who could be required to fight for Sparta but were not citizens
agora

ID:c0005-p0280

large open space in the centre of a Greek city that served as a public meeting area and marketplace
Parthenon

ID:c0005-p0285

Athenian temple dedicated to the goddess Athena
immortals

ID:c0005-p0290

gods who lived forever
mythology

ID:c0005-p0295

a body of myths
omens

ID:c0005-p0300

signs that predict good or evil
entrails

ID:c0005-p0305

internal organs of an animal
Olympiad

ID:c0005-p0310

a staging of the Olympic Games
hoplites

ID:c0005-p0315

Greek foot soldiers
astronomy

ID:c0005-p0320

study of the stars and planets
porticos

ID:c0005-p0325

a roof supported by columns, usually attached as a porch to a building
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